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A Little Life HarperCollins
Her brother's best friend
broke her heart, but what
happens when his new
teammate wants to put it
back together? Arianna
Johnson has been dreaming
of what college life might
bring, and it's finally coming
over the horizon as she and
her friends plan one last
beachside summer together.
So much has changed over
the years, but there's always
been one constant. The boy
her heart returns to no
matter where her
imagination runs: her
brother's best friend, Chase.

This is the summer she'll
finally tell him how she feels.
That it's him. It's always
been him. Until suddenly, it
isn't. Ari's heart is in splinters
when she meets star
quarterback Noah Riley. His
friendship is exactly what she
needs after Chase's rejection,
but from the start, Noah
wants more. Even when their
path is blurry, even when
tragedy strikes, even when
Ari doesn't know her own
heart, Noah will fight for the
feelings he knows they both
have...no matter what it
might cost them. They say
first love lasts forever. Ari is
about to find out if that's
really true.
Norwegian Wood Penguin
WINNER OF THE NAACP
IMAGE AWARD WINNER
OF THE CORETTA SCOTT
KING AUTHOR AWARD
National Book Award winner

Jacqueline Woodson's stirring
novel-in-verse explores how a
family moves forward when
their glory days have passed,
and the cost of professional
sports on Black bodies. Now in
paperback. For as long as ZJ
can remember, his dad has been
everyone's hero. As a charming,
talented pro football star, he's
as beloved to the neighborhood
kids he plays with as he is to
his millions of adoring sports
fans. But lately life at ZJ's
house is anything but charming.
His dad is having trouble
remembering things and seems
to be angry all the time. ZJ's
mom explains it's because of all
the head injuries his dad
sustained during his career. ZJ
can understand that--but it
doesn't make the sting any less
real when his own father
forgets his name. As ZJ
contemplates his new reality, he
has to figure out how to hold on
tight to family traditions and
recollections of the glory days,
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all the while wondering what
their past amounts to if his
father can't remember it. And
most importantly, can those
happy feelings ever be
reclaimed when they are all so
busy aching for the past?
Before That Night
(An emotional small
town new adult
romance) Farrar,
Straus and Giroux
Mais um romance de
sucesso. Verity é
perturbador,
arrepiante e
inesperado. Uma
experiência
inesquecível. Lowen
Ashleigh é uma
escritora que se
debate com grandes
dificuldades
financeiras, até
que aceita uma
oferta de trabalho
irrecusável:
terminar os três
últimos volumes da
série de sucesso de
Verity Crawford,
uma autora de
renome que ficou
incapacitada depois
de um terrível
acidente. Para
poder entrar na
cabeça de Verity e
estudar as
anotações e ideias
reunidas ao longo
de anos de

trabalho, Lowen
aceita o convite de
Jeremy Crawford,
marido da autora, e
muda-se
temporariamente
para a casa deles.
Mas o que ela não
esperava encontrar
no caótico
escritório de
Verity era a
autobiografia
inacabada da
autora. Ao lê-la,
percebe que esta
não se destinava a
ser partilhada com
ninguém. São
páginas e páginas
de confissões
arrepiantes,
incluindo as
memórias de Verity
relativas ao dia da
morte da filha.
Lowen decide
ocultar de Jeremy a
existência do
manuscrito, sabendo
que o seu conteúdo
destroçaria aquele
pai, já em tão
grande sofrimento.
Mas, à medida que
os sentimentos de
Lowen por Jeremy se
intensificam, ela
apercebe-se de que
talvez seja melhor
ele ler as palavras
escritas por

Verity. Afinal de
contas, por mais
dedicado que Jeremy
seja à sua mulher
doente, uma verdade
tão horrenda faria
com que fosse
impossível ele
continuar a amá-la.
Os elogios da
crítica: «Aviso:
Verity não vai
derreter-lhe o
coração... Vai
incendiar-lhe a
alma.» - Kindle
Crack Book Reviews
«Isto não é um
livro, é uma
experiência
visceral!» - B. B.
Easton, autora
bestseller
It Ends with Us Knopf
Canada
Now an original movie on
Prime Video starring Anne
Hathaway and Nicholas
Galitzine! When Solène
Marchand, the thirty-nine-
year-old owner of a
prestigious art gallery in Los
Angeles, takes her daughter,
Isabelle, to meet her favorite
boy band, she does so
reluctantly and at her ex-
husband’s request. The last
thing she expects is to make a
connection with one of the
members of the world-famous
August Moon. But Hayes
Campbell is clever, winning,
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confident, and posh, and the
attraction is immediate. That
he is all of twenty years old
further complicates things.
What begins as a series of
clandestine trysts quickly
evolves into a passionate
relationship. It is a journey that
spans continents as Solène
and Hayes navigate each
other’s disparate worlds:
from stadium tours to
international art fairs to
secluded hideaways in Paris
and Miami. And for Solène,
it is as much a reclaiming of
self, as it is a rediscovery of
happiness and love. When
their romance becomes a viral
sensation, and both she and
her daughter become the
target of rabid fans and an
insatiable media, Solène must
face how her new status has
impacted not only her life, but
the lives of those closest to her.
Fahrenheit 451 Oxford
University Press
Alice in Wonderland (also
known as Alice's
Adventures in
Wonderland), from 1865,
is the peculiar and
imaginative tale of a girl
who falls down a rabbit-
hole into a bizarre world
of eccentric and unusual
creatures. Lewis
Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of
"literary nonsense" has
endured in popularity
with its clever way of

playing with logic and a
narrative structure that
has influence generations
of fiction writing.
It Starts with Us Simon
and Schuster
Maybe it’s the end of the
world, but not for
Candace Chen, a
millennial, first-
generation American and
office drone meandering
her way into adulthood in
Ling Ma’s offbeat, wryly
funny, apocalyptic satire,
Severance. "A stunning,
audacious book with a
fresh take on both office
politics and what the
apocalypse might bring."
—Michael Schaub,
NPR.org “A satirical spin
on the end times-- kind
of like The Office meets
The Leftovers.” --Estelle
Tang, Elle NAMED A
BEST BOOK OF THE
YEAR BY: NPR * The
New Yorker ("Books We
Loved") * Elle * Marie
Claire * Amazon Editors *
The Paris Review (Staff
Favorites) * Refinery29 *
Bustle * Buzzfeed *
BookPage * Bookish *
Mental Floss * Chicago
Review of Books *
HuffPost * Electric
Literature * A.V. Club *
Jezebel * Vulture *
Literary Hub *
Flavorwire Winner of the
NYPL Young Lions
Fiction Award * Winner
of the Kirkus Prize for

Fiction * Winner of the
VCU Cabell First Novelist
Award * Finalist for the
PEN/Hemingway Award
for Debut Novel * A New
York Times Notable Book
of 2018 * An Indie Next
Selection Candace Chen, a
millennial drone self-
sequestered in a
Manhattan office tower, is
devoted to routine. With
the recent passing of her
Chinese immigrant
parents, she’s had her fill
of uncertainty. She’s
content just to carry on:
She goes to work,
troubleshoots the teen-
targeted Gemstone Bible,
watches movies in a
Greenpoint basement with
her boyfriend. So
Candace barely notices
when a plague of biblical
proportions sweeps New
York. Then Shen Fever
spreads. Families flee.
Companies cease
operations. The subways
screech to a halt. Her
bosses enlist her as part
of a dwindling skeleton
crew with a big end-date
payoff. Soon entirely
alone, still unfevered, she
photographs the eerie,
abandoned city as the
anonymous blogger NY
Ghost. Candace won’t be
able to make it on her
own forever, though.
Enter a group of
survivors, led by the
power-hungry IT tech
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Bob. They’re traveling to
a place called the Facility,
where, Bob promises,
they will have everything
they need to start society
anew. But Candace is
carrying a secret she
knows Bob will exploit.
Should she escape from
her rescuers? A send-up
and takedown of the
rituals, routines, and
missed opportunities of
contemporary life, Ling
Ma’s Severance is a
moving family story, a
quirky coming-of-
adulthood tale, and a
hilarious, deadpan satire.
Most important, it’s a
heartfelt tribute to the
connections that drive us
to do more than survive.
Oxford Practice Grammar
Basic with answers Simon
and Schuster
PREVIOUS BOOK IN
SERIES: IT ENDS WITH
US, ISBN 9781501110368.
Before 'It Ends with Us', it
started with Atlas. Colleen
Hoover tells fan favourite
Atlass side of the story and
shares what comes next in
this long-anticipated sequel
to the glorious and touching
(USA TODAY) 'It Ends
With Us'.

Love You Forever
Pantheon
“Utterly charming and
thoughtful.” —Nicola
Yoon, the New York
Times bestselling
author of Everything,
Everything and The

Sun is Also a Star “A
refreshing novel about
friendship and romance
that defies clich�,
Never Always
Sometimes will win
readers over with its
hilarious musings and
universal truths.”
-Adam Silvera, the New
York Times bestselling
author of They Both Die
at the End and What If
It’s Us Rule #10:
Never date your best
friend. Well, some rules
are meant to be broken.
Best friends Dave and
Julia have spent their
high school years living
by their carefully
crafted Never List — a
list of rules they
created to make sure
they never become high
school clich�s. But as
graduation approaches,
Dave is shocked when
Julia decides that they
should now do
everything on the list,
from skinny dipping
(Rule #6) to road-
tripping (Rule #9). But
what happens when
Julia finds out that Dave
has been breaking Rule
#8 (never pine silently
for someone for the
entirety of high school)
for years? Can their
friendship survive the

ultimate clich� and turn
into something…more?
From the acclaimed
author of Let’s Get
Lost and North of
Happy, comes a story
of what can happen in
those final days of high
school, when you let go
of who you are and take
a chance on who you
might be.
Atomic Habits Cheryl
McIntyre
Presents the text of
Alice Walker's story
"Everyday Use";
contains background
essays that provide
insight into the story;
and features a selection
of critical response.
Includes a chronology
and an interview with
the author.
Maybe Someday Simon
and Schuster
THE BLOCKBUSTER
HIT—Over two million
copies sold! A New
York Times, USA
Today, Wall Street
Journal, and Publishers
Weekly Bestseller
“Poignant,
engrossing.”—People •
“Lisa Wingate takes an
almost unthinkable
chapter in our nation’s
history and weaves a
tale of enduring
power.”—Paula McLain
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Memphis, 1939. Twelve-
year-old Rill Foss and
her four younger
siblings live a magical
life aboard their
family’s Mississippi
River shantyboat. But
when their father must
rush their mother to the
hospital one stormy
night, Rill is left in
charge—until strangers
arrive in force.
Wrenched from all that
is familiar and thrown
into a Tennessee
Children’s Home
Society orphanage, the
Foss children are
assured that they will
soon be returned to
their parents—but they
quickly realize the dark
truth. At the mercy of
the facility’s cruel
director, Rill fights to
keep her sisters and
brother together in a
world of danger and
uncertainty. Aiken,
South Carolina, present
day. Born into wealth
and privilege, Avery
Stafford seems to have
it all: a successful
career as a federal
prosecutor, a handsome
fianc�, and a lavish
wedding on the horizon.
But when Avery returns
home to help her father
weather a health crisis,

a chance encounter
leaves her with
uncomfortable
questions and compels
her to take a journey
through her family’s
long-hidden history, on
a path that will
ultimately lead either to
devastation or to
redemption. Based on
one of America’s most
notorious real-life
scandals—in which
Georgia Tann, director
of a Memphis-based
adoption organization,
kidnapped and sold poor
children to wealthy
families all over the
country—Lisa Wingate’s
riveting, wrenching, and
ultimately uplifting tale
reminds us how, even
though the paths we
take can lead to many
places, the heart never
forgets where we
belong. Publishers
Weekly’s #3 Longest-
Running Bestseller of
2017 • Winner of the
Southern Book Prize •
If All Arkansas Read
the Same Book
Selection This edition
includes a new essay by
the author about
shantyboat life.
The Queen Of The
Night Workman
Publishing Company

When she discovers that
her boyfriend is
cheating on her,
Sydney, a 22-year-old
college student, must
decide what to do next,
especially when she
becomes captivated by
her mysterious
neighbor Ridge.
The Giving Tree
HarperOne
If you want your startup to
succeed, you need to
understand why startups
fail. “Whether you’re a first-
time founder or looking to
bring innovation into a
corporate environment,
Why Startups Fail is
essential reading.”—Eric
Ries, founder and CEO,
LTSE, and New York
Times bestselling author of
The Lean Startup and The
Startup Way Why do
startups fail? That question
caught Harvard Business
School professor Tom
Eisenmann by surprise
when he realized he
couldn’t answer it. So he
launched a multiyear
research project to find out.
In Why Startups Fail,
Eisenmann reveals his
findings: six distinct
patterns that account for
the vast majority of startup
failures. • Bad Bedfellows.
Startup success is thought
to rest largely on the
founder’s talents and
instincts. But the wrong
team, investors, or partners
can sink a venture just as
quickly. • False Starts. In
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following the oft-cited
advice to “fail fast” and to
“launch before you’re
ready,” founders risk
wasting time and capital on
the wrong solutions. •
False Promises. Success
with early adopters can be
misleading and give
founders unwarranted
confidence to expand. •
Speed Traps. Despite the
pressure to “get big fast,”
hypergrowth can spell
disaster for even the most
promising ventures. • Help
Wanted. Rapidly scaling
startups need lots of capital
and talent, but they can
make mistakes that leave
them suddenly in short
supply of both. • Cascading
Miracles. Silicon Valley
exhorts entrepreneurs to
dream big. But the bigger
the vision, the more things
that can go wrong. Drawing
on fascinating stories of
ventures that failed to fulfill
their early promise—from a
home-furnishings retailer to
a concierge dog-walking
service, from a dating app
to the inventor of a
sophisticated social robot,
from a fashion brand to a
startup deploying a vast
network of charging
stations for electric
vehicles—Eisenmann offers
frameworks for detecting
when a venture is
vulnerable to these
patterns, along with a
wealth of strategies and
tactics for avoiding them. A
must-read for founders at
any stage of their
entrepreneurial journey,

Why Startups Fail is not
merely a guide to
preventing failure but also a
roadmap charting the path
to startup success.

Before the Ever After
Harper Collins
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
brilliant coming-of-age-
and-into-superstardom
story of one of the
greatest artists of all
time, in his own
words—featuring never-
before-seen photos,
original scrapbooks and
lyric sheets, and the
exquisite memoir he
began writing before
his tragic death
NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST MUSIC BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW AND
ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY THE
WASHINGTON POST
AND THE GUARDIAN
• NOMINATED FOR
THE NAACP IMAGE
AWARD Prince was a
musical genius, one of
the most beloved,
accomplished, and
acclaimed musicians of
our time. He was a
startlingly original
visionary with an
imagination deep
enough to whip up

whole worlds, from the
sexy, gritty funk
paradise of “Uptown” to
the mythical landscape
of Purple Rain to the
psychedelia of “Paisley
Park.” But his most
ambitious creative act
was turning Prince
Rogers Nelson, born in
Minnesota, into Prince,
one of the greatest pop
stars of any era. The
Beautiful Ones is the
story of how Prince
became Prince—a first-
person account of a kid
absorbing the world
around him and then
creating a persona, an
artistic vision, and a
life, before the hits and
fame that would come
to define him. The book
is told in four parts.
The first is the memoir
Prince was writing
before his tragic death,
pages that bring us into
his childhood world
through his own lyrical
prose. The second part
takes us through
Prince’s early years as
a musician, before his
first album was
released, via an
evocative scrapbook of
writing and photos. The
third section shows us
Prince’s evolution
through candid images
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that go up to the cusp of
his greatest
achievement, which we
see in the book’s fourth
section: his original
handwritten treatment
for Purple Rain—the final
stage in Prince’s self-
creation, where he
retells the
autobiography of the
first three parts as a
heroic journey. The
book is framed by
editor Dan
Piepenbring’s riveting
and moving introduction
about his profound
collaboration with
Prince in his final
months—a time when
Prince was thinking
deeply about how to
reveal more of himself
and his ideas to the
world, while retaining
the mystery and
mystique he’d so
carefully cultivated—and
annotations that provide
context to the book’s
images. This work is
not just a tribute to an
icon, but an original and
energizing literary work
in its own right, full of
Prince’s ideas and
vision, his voice and
image—his undying gift
to the world.
Blackbird (a Sometimes
Never Novella) One

World
Hope didn't have the
best role model when it
came to relationships.
She’s content with her
current no-strings-
attached
extracurricular activity
with the lead singer of
her band. She’s never
believed in love and
commitment. Mason
starts his eighth school
in five years
anticipating nothing
more than the
usual—boring classes,
fighting more than
making friends, and
girls happily willing to
succumb to his easy
smile. He’s never put
much stock into love at
first sight—until he sees
her. Regardless of their
painful pasts, Hope and
Mason discover that
sometimes never can
become forever.
The Beautiful Ones
Harlequin
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • A
stunning “portrait of the
enduring grace of
friendship” (NPR) about
the families we are born
into, and those that we
make for ourselves. A
masterful depiction of
love in the twenty-first
century. NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD

FINALIST • MAN
BOOKER PRIZE
FINALIST • WINNER
OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE
A Little Life follows four
college classmates—broke,
adrift, and buoyed only by
their friendship and
ambition—as they move to
New York in search of
fame and fortune. While
their relationships, which
are tinged by addiction,
success, and pride,
deepen over the decades,
the men are held together
by their devotion to the
brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a
man scarred by an
unspeakable childhood
trauma. A hymn to
brotherly bonds and a
masterful depiction of
love in the twenty-first
century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning
novel is about the families
we are born into, and
those that we make for
ourselves. Look for
Hanya Yanagihara’s latest
bestselling novel, To
Paradise.
Sometimes I Lie
TOPSELLER
Named a Best Book of
2018 by New York
Magazine, the
Washington Post,
Publisher's Weekly, NPR,
and Time, among many
others, this essay
collection from the author
of The Queen of the
Night explores how we
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form identities in life and
in art. As a novelist,
Alexander Chee has been
described as “masterful”
by Roxane Gay,
“incendiary” by the New
York Times, and
"brilliant" by the
Washington Post. With his
first collection of
nonfiction, he’s sure to
secure his place as one of
the finest essayists of his
generation as well. How
to Write an
Autobiographical Novel is
the author’s manifesto on
the entangling of life,
literature, and politics,
and how the lessons
learned from a life spent
reading and writing fiction
have changed him. In
these essays, he grows
from student to teacher,
reader to writer, and
reckons with his identities
as a son, a gay man, a
Korean American, an
artist, an activist, a lover,
and a friend. He examines
some of the most
formative experiences of
his life and the nation’s
history, including his
father’s death, the AIDS
crisis, 9/11, the jobs that
supported his writing —
Tarot-reading,
bookselling, cater-waiting
for William F. Buckley —
the writing of his first
novel, Edinburgh, and the
election of Donald Trump.
By turns commanding,

heartbreaking, and wry,
How to Write an
Autobiographical Novel
asks questions about how
we create ourselves in
life and in art, and how to
fight when our dearest
truths are under attack.
Named a Best Book by:
Time, Washington Post,
Entertainment Weekly,
NPR, Wired, Esquire,
Buzzfeed, New York
Public Library, Boston
Globe, Paris Review,
Mother Jones,The A.V.
Club, Out Magazine, Book
Riot, Electric Literature,
PopSugar, The Rumpus,
My Republica, Paste,
Bitch, Library Journal,
Flavorwire, Bustle,
Christian Science
Monitor, Shelf
Awareness, Tor.com,
Entertainment Cheat
Sheet, Roads and
Kingdoms, Chicago Public
Library, Hyphen
Magazine, Entropy
Magazine, Chicago
Review of Books, The
Coil, iBooks, and
Washington Independent
Review of Books Winner
of the Publishing
Triangle's Randy Shilts
Award for Gay Nonfiction
* Recipient of the Lambda
Literary Trustees' Award
* Finalist for the PEN/Dia
monstein-Spielvogel
Award for the Art of the
Essay * Finalist for a
Lambda Literary Award

for Gay Memoir/Biography
How To Write An
Autobiographical Novel
Violet Duke
Heartbreaking and funny:
the true story behind
Jeanette's bestselling and
most beloved novel,
Oranges Are Not the
Only Fruit. In 1985, at
twenty-five, Jeanette
published Oranges, the
story of a girl adopted by
Pentecostal parents,
supposed to grow up to
be a missionary. Instead,
she falls in love with a
woman. Disaster.
Oranges became an
international bestseller,
inspired an award-
winning BBC adaptation,
and was semi-
autobiographical. Mrs.
Winterson, a thwarted
giantess, loomed over the
novel and the author's
life: when Jeanette left
home at sixteen because
she was in love with a
woman, Mrs. Winterson
asked her: Why be happy
when you could be
normal? This is
Jeanette's story--acute,
fierce, celebratory--of a
life's work to find
happiness: a search for
belonging, love, identity,
a home. About a young
girl locked out of her
home, sitting on the
doorstep all night, and a
mother waiting for
Armageddon with two
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sets of false teeth and a
revolver in the duster
drawer; about growing up
in a northern industrial
town; about the Universe
as a Cosmic Dustbin. She
thought she had written
over the painful past until
it returned to haunt her
and sent her on a journey
into madness and out
again, in search of her
biological mother. It is
also about other people's
stories, showing how
fiction and poetry can
form a string of guiding
lights, a life raft that
supports us when we are
sinking.

Last Lecture Vintage
"Sometimes never is a
distorted perception. I
love you, Hope. And I'm
not the only one. I
know you care about
me. I see it in your
eyes. I feel it.
Everybody needs love.
Everybody. And some
people need it more
than others. You're a
liar if you say you
don't. I'll do that for
you. I'll love you. All
you have to do is let
me." –Sometimes Never
What happened in the
years between the final
chapter and epilogue of
Sometimes Never?
Blackbird is an
18,000+ word novella

that continues Mason
and Hope's story as
they finish high school,
start separate colleges,
and confront their
demons. Though
Blackbird can be read
on its own, it is better
enjoyed after reading
Sometimes Never.
Recommended for 17+
due to harsh language
and some sexual
situations.
The Idea of You
Flatiron Books
If he had been with me
everything would have
been different... I
wasn't with Finn on that
August night. But I
should've been. It was
raining, of course. And
he and Sylvie were
arguing as he drove
down the slick road. No
one ever says what
they were arguing
about. Other people
think it's not important.
They do not know
there is another story.
The story that lurks
between the facts.
What they do not
know—the cause of the
argument—is crucial. So
let me tell you...
If He Had Been with Me
Cheryl McIntyre
From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
the Percy Jackson and the

Olympians series Everything
in Texas is bigger . . . even
murder. Meet Tres
Navarre—tequila drinker, Tai
Chi master, and unlicensed
P.I., with a penchant for
Texas-size trouble. Jackson
“Tres” Navarre and his
enchilada-eating cat, Robert
Johnson, pull into San
Antonio and find nothing
waiting but trouble. Ten
years ago Navarre left town
and the memory of his
father’s murder behind him.
Now he’s back, looking for
answers. Yet the more Tres
digs, trying to put his
suspicions to rest, the
fresher the decade-old
crime looks: Mafia
connections, construction
site payoffs, and slick
politicians’ games all
conspire to ruin his
homecoming. It’s obvious
Tres has stirred up a
hornet’s nest of trouble. He
gets attacked, shot at, run
over by a big blue
Thunderbird—and his old
girlfriend, the one he wants
back, is missing. Tres has
to rescue the woman, nail
his father’s murderer, and
get the hell out of Dodge
before mob-style Texas
justice catches up to him.
The chances of staying
alive looked better for the
defenders of the Alamo.
“Riordan writes so well
about the people and
topography of his Texas
hometown that he quickly
marks the territory as his
own.”—Chicago Tribune
Don’t miss any of these
hotter-than-Texas-chili
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Tres Navarre novels: BIG
RED TEQUILA • THE
WIDOWER’S TWO-STEP
• THE LAST KING OF
TEXAS • THE DEVIL
WENT DOWN TO AUSTIN
• SOUTHTOWN •
MISSION ROAD • REBEL
ISLAND
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